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Zorang announces the release of

ContentHubGPT for Walmart

Marketplace, a groundbreaking

Generative AI-based product content

suite.

SAN FRANCISCO, CA, USA, March 27,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Zorang, a

leading content and commerce

company, proudly announces the

release of ContentHubGPT for Walmart

Marketplace, a groundbreaking

Generative AI-based product content

suite giving Walmart Marketplace sellers a capability to create engaging story-like descriptions

for their product content. Leveraging ChatGPT and Generative AI technology, ContentHubGPT is

here to boost sales and elevate users experience by providing SEO-optimized product content

creation.

In the dynamic and competitive world of e-commerce, creating compelling product content that

not only attracts but also engages customers is a challenge for marketplace sellers.

ContentHubGPT for Walmart Marketplace is a comprehensive solution designed to tackle this

challenge head-on by generating SEO-friendly product titles, feature bullets, descriptions, and

more. This AI-based product content suite empowers businesses to establish a strong online

presence, enhance brand sentiment, and tell their product stories effectively, all while operating

at scale.

Core Highlights of ContentHubGPT for Walmart Marketplace

Generative AI makes impossible possible

ContentHubGPT utilizes the latest Generative AI technology, specifically ChatGPT, to generate

high-quality and relevant product content. Zorang’s custom algorithms ensure that the

generated content is not only accurate but also resonates with the brand's voice and style.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.zorang.com
https://www.zorang.com/contenthubgpt/walmart/
https://marketplace.walmart.com
https://marketplace.walmart.com


Keywords and SEO Optimization

Considering the importance of search engine visibility, ContentHubGPT is designed to create

SEO-optimized product content. This includes crafting product titles, feature bullets, and

descriptions that align with relevant keywords, ultimately improving the discoverability of

products on the Walmart.com platform and search engines.

Scalability and Automation

ContentHubGPT enables businesses to scale their product content creation effortlessly. Whether

managing a small catalog or a vast array of products, this platform streamlines the automated

content creation process, ensuring consistency and quality across all product listings.

Brand Sentiment and Product Storytelling

Beyond the technical aspects, ContentHubGPT focuses on creating content that builds positive

brand sentiment. By weaving product storytelling into the generated content, businesses can

establish emotional connections with customers, promoting loyalty and trust directly, resulting in

higher conversion.

Captivating User Experiences

The product content generated by ContentHubGPT is about enhancing the overall user

experience. Clear, concise, and engaging content helps customers make informed purchasing

decisions, contributing to a seamless shopping experience for your Walmart.com listings.

Sumit Kapoor, managing partner at Zorang, mentions, ”Walmart Marketplace is a leader and it

gives me tremendous pride to collaborate with such a storied name to bring cutting edge

solutions to Walmart Marketplace sellers, allowing them to engage more effectively with their

customers, building loyalty, and driving sales and repeat business.”

“We are excited to work with Walmart Marketplace to offer ContentHubGPT for their

marketplace sellers. Our tool is fully integrated with Walmart Seller Center and accelerates seller

success by swiftly crafting engaging product content, driving higher conversions,” says Anurag

Gupta, also managing partner at Zorang.

Why ContentHubGPT for Walmart?

Walmart, as one of the world's largest and most influential retail platforms, presents a vast

opportunity through Walmart Marketplace for sellers and brands. However, succeeding in this

competitive marketplace requires strategic and impactful product content. ContentHubGPT

addresses this need by providing Walmart sellers with a powerful tool that provides automated



product content generation at scale, which ultimately enhances their ability to strengthen

connections with customers and drive sales.

Integrated with the Walmart Seller Center

•  Tightly integrated with the Walmart Seller Center ContentHubGPT provides the ability to get

your product catalog from Walmart.com, enhance it with rich product content and synchronize it

back seamlessly.

Generate Product Content At Scale

•  Efficiently generate product content for a large number of items, ensuring scalability for sellers

with extensive catalogs.

•  Seamlessly handle high-volume product content creation, allowing sellers to maintain a

consistent and comprehensive presence on Walmart.com.

Consistent Results

•  Maintain uniform and high-quality content across various product listings on Walmart.com for

a consistent brand image.

•  Eliminate the variability in content quality by ensuring that each product description is

generated with the same level of accuracy and relevance.

SEO Keyword Incorporation

•  Optimize product content for search engines, enhancing the discoverability of listings on the

Walmart.com platform.

•  Incorporate relevant keywords and search phrases to improve search rankings, attracting a

larger audience of potential customers.

Brand Tone and Sentiment

•  Tailor product content generation to align with the unique brand identity, ensuring an

engaging product narrative in descriptions.

•  Comply with brand guidelines and style preferences, preserving the integrity of your brand

while creating compelling product content.

Minimize Hallucinations

•  Minimize inaccuracies or misleading information in generated product content, promoting

trust and transparency among customers.



•  Leverage advanced AI algorithms to reduce the occurrence of hallucinations, ensuring that

product descriptions are reliable and accurate.

No Need For Manual Prompts

•  Streamline the product content creation process by eliminating the need for manual prompts

or inputs.

•  Generate product content autonomously while saving time and effort to experience next-level

productivity.

About Zorang:

Zorang is a leader in AI Products for content and commerce. With numerous industry

recognitions, Zorang focuses on providing integrated solutions for the digital shelf. Based out of

the San Francisco Bay Area, the company is helping bridge the technology innovation gap for

retailers and merchants looking to accelerate their growth. Zorang has been awarded numerous

accolades by leading publications such as CIOReview for analytics, application integration

services, cloud infrastructure, CMS (Content Management Systems), PIM (Product Information

Management), eCommerce, and more. Zorang is a content and commerce expert focusing on

building integrated solutions to drive compelling user experiences for our customers.

For more information, visit https://www.zorang.com.
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